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The ultimate goal of COFFI is to provide free transportation for those in need for which this is not usually available to them.
Paying clients help the organization to reach this goal.

A Boon for the Disabled
– the Wheelmobile
By Leslie Ann Murray

AmCham Philippines | January 2019
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Has anyone seen a bright orange van
– a modified “FX” – roaming the streets of
Manila with word Wheelmobile emblazoned
on it? Well, it now has a “cousin” – the sleek,
shiny white New Generation Wheelmobile,
which can accommodate up to three
wheelchair passengers per trip.
The Wheelmobile is the first Filipino
made transport service for people with
disabilities. It is an invaluable service for
those confined to wheelchairs.
Initiated by the Circle of Friends
Foundation (COFFI), the fund raising arm
for the Wheelmobile operation, COFFI raises
funds by exhibiting and selling crafts made by artists
with disabilities, through its COFFI Gallery (Please see
the website: www.wheelmobile.ph.). The Foundation
not only supports independent living for artists with

The first Wheelmoble started service is 2003.

disabilities, it also helps sustain the livelihood of other
persons with disabilities (PWD’s), most of whom work
at Tahanang Walang Hagdanan (“The House With No
Steps”) in Cainta, where more than 200 PWDs make
their living.
The first Wheelmobile entered service
in 2003. The main cabin chassis of the
vehicle is purchased from a well known
vehicle manufacturer and the body
is customized, complete with special
adjustable mechanisms to lock the
passenger wheelchairs to the chassis - for
safety and security. The final customization
is fully air conditioned, fitted with side seats
for companions and is fabricated to a height
of approximately 1.50m, allowing access for
even very tall people in wheelchairs. (The
author can attest to this, the vehicle being my
sole mode of transport for nearly 6 months.)

The “New Generation Foton Wheelmoble”, in service 2018.

The Wheelmobile of The Jesuit Health and Wellness Center of Ateneo de Manila
University; the first entity to purchase their own Foton Wheelmobile. Please
note the word “WHEELMOBILE” printed in reverse, for easy identification as a
“priority” vehicle; same as is used by medical ambulances.

Today the COFFI organization has four
Wheelmobiles’ in service and the newest is
the “New Generation Wheelmobile”, made
possible through a crowd funding initiative
by James Deakin (CNN Philippines). It is
further supported by FOTON Philippines,
GRAB Philippines, Aspire Auto Parts and
Services - and so many other generous
people.
The service of the WHEELMOBILE is
available for a corresponding “hourly” fee
(donation) to support COFFI’s operations.
(The vehicle is also offered free to those
who may not be able to afford to pay for
this type of service, but in genuine need of
such assist; the donations and fees help to
support this service for those is such need.)
→
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All the Wheelmobiles’ (with driver) operate through
a call/reservation system – in advance. To make
reservations, call (+632)-833-6453, or (+63)-917-8143041, or book by email at:
wheelmobilemanila@gmail.com. (Trips out of town are
possible to arrange as well; different rates apply. The
Wheelmobile Office will confirm time and place of pick
up and duration of the trip.)
As a matter of further interest - the Circle of
Friends Foundation (COFFI) would like to encourage
companies, organizations or Municipalities, Schools,
Hospitals, Hotels and Shopping Malls. etc. to invest in
a FOTON WHEELMOBILE to render further service to
the community – and as a welcome addition to services
of these above mentioned entities. Roughly, the cost of
the “Finished WM” will be approximately ₱1.8M and will
take 4 to 6 months - from the time of down payment to
the time of delivery of the unit…with consideration for
any specific modifications to the vehicle.
COFFI is excited to announce that The Jesuit Health
and Wellness Center in Ateneo, are the first to purchase
their own FOTON WHEELMOBILE…and we hope many
others will follow their example.
The foundation welcomes inquiries and support
to enable those in wheelchairs become “free and
independent” through the use of its ACCESSIBLE WM
–and be part of the mainstream society!

To learn more about how to assist in furthering
the expansion of Wheelmobile services, please
contact Ms. Clarisse Eugenio, COFFI Manager, at
cfeugenio.coffi@gmail.

Leslie Ann Murray is the American
Chamber's Publications' Consultant
and former Managing Editor of
AmCham's Business Journal.
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The Annual
General Meeting
of 2018
– a GREAT year in
AmCham history
By KV Rojas

The Annual General Meeting of AmCham
was held on November 21, 2018 at a recently
opened event venue in Taguig City, the Marquis
Events Place. Breaking with tradition, and a first
for AmCham, the meeting was timed for 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m., rather than at the usual lunch hour. An
accommodating host, the Marquis Events Place
served sumptuous cocktail fare – and excellent
wines to our guests and members.
The AGM is an occasion during which the
chamber administration and committees report
to the members on the chambers activities for
the year – and 2018 was a GREAT, and BUSY,
year for AmCham, upholding the AmCham
deliverables to benefit members – the four pillars
of AmCham: Advocacy, Affiliations, Information
and Networking.
The program for the evening of the AGM
kicked off with Welcome Remarks from
our Executive Director, Ebb Hinchliffe who
expressed his gratitude to all members for their
continued and valued support of the chamber’s
activities – and of its services - that speak to
their needs. He was followed by Atty. Aileen
Tolosa-Lerma who ratified the minutes of the
Chamber’s previous AGM – that of 2017 – and
declared a quorum.
Although AmCham President James Wilkins
was unable to attend the AGM, he recorded his
message, adding his thanks to the members

